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Designing for flavour and odour

When you eat, the taste buds in your tongue

detect four basic types of taste. These are

sweet, bitter, sour and salty. The numerous

combinations of these means that you can

taste a huge range of flavours.

While you are eating, your nose and mouth

senses work together to tell you the flavour of

the food. Sometimes you can guess what a

food will taste like just by smelling it, and if you

hold your nose (or when you have a cold) the

taste of the food can be affected. The senses of

smell and taste can therefore be seen to be

inter-linked.

Below are some examples of how you could

describe the taste or odour of a product.

Flavours and odours can also be described by

the names of the main ingredients.

For example, a burger might be described as

‘very beefy’ or having a ‘meaty taste’. Both

these examples use the character of the food

to help describe its taste or smell.

You can also describe the taste/smell in terms

of its intensity. For example, this could range

from ‘strong’, ‘powerful’ or ‘pungent’ to

‘medium’, ‘weak’ or ‘mild’, ending with ‘subtle’,

‘faint’ or ‘bland’.

How far can you go?

This chart shows eight different products. For

each one it is possible to have a range of

different intensities of flavour and odour. When

you design, you will need to decide which

ingredients you want to give the product its

overall flavour and odour.

salty

      bitter

sweet

      sour

aromtic

      burnt

spicy

     ‘off’

weaker intensity stronger

cheese

processed slice   Edam Cheddar    mature Cheddar    Stilton

curry dish

very mild mild   medium   hot     vindaloo

garlic bread

bland         faint        spicy        strong       potent

sausage filling

  mainly cereal    more pork    more beef   added beef extract

fish soup

water as base    plain white fish    fish stock as base    smoked fish

fruit milk shake

fresh milk plus colouring    with added fruit flavouring     plus fruit purée

breakfast cereal

wheat flakes     puffed wheat     rice crispies    corn flakes

potatoes

   boiled      mashed      roast       chips      crisps
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What gives a food product a particular smell or flavour?

The ingredients

Each ingredient has its own unique flavour and

odour. The effect this has on the smell and

flavour of a food product is determined by the

following.

• Amount used – one of the most important

factors in determining its final taste, e.g.

some spices are extremely potent so only

small quantities are needed, others are

needed in large amounts to impart their

flavour or odour.

• Age – the age of an ingredient can alter its

taste and smell quite dramatically. Some

cheeses are matured for 6-9 months so that

the flavour/odour can develop. Fruit is left to

ripen so that it is acceptable to eat. The age

of an animal when it is slaughtered also has

an effect on taste, e.g. mutton has a different

taste from lamb.

• Processing method – can affect flavour/

odour, e.g. bacteria used to produce yoghurt

from milk give it its characteristic flavour/

odour. Flour can also have different types of

flavours depending on the processing, plain,

wholemeal and granary flours give different-

tasting breads.

• Handling – some ingredients are easily

damaged, they bruise and become

contaminated with bacteria which affects the

flavour/odour.

• Additional flavourings – some ingredients

have extra flavourings added to them, such

as vanilla-flavoured sugar.

Preservation techniques

• Smoking – gives a characteristic smoky

flavour and odour, e.g. herring are smoked

and sold as kippers.

• Pickling – the ingredients taste sharp due to

the presence of vinegar.

• Jam-making – ingredients become

extremely sweet, due to the high sugar

content.

• Dehydration – the foods may loose some of

their flavour and odour.

Pre-cooking and storage

• Cross-contamination of flavours/odours –

some ingredients have a very strong flavour

and odour which can be indirectly absorbed

by other ingredients if they are not correctly

wrapped and stored.

• Marinades – a mixture of strong flavours is

poured over an ingredient, usually meat, to

add extra flavour.

Cooking techniques

• Microwaving – may leave the food with a

bland flavour (see baking/grilling below).

• Boiling – this may draw out the flavouring/

smells into the water as some are water

soluble.

• Grilling – this causes the starch in the

product to go brown. This process is called

dextrinization. A good example is toast.

• Baking and roasting – this develops

flavour/odour through a variety of processes

including dextrinization, caramelization and

the Maillard reaction.

• Frying – fried foods are tasty because some

flavours and odours are fat soluble.
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The table above summarizes all the areas that are important in

giving a food product the desired smell and flavour It is important

to get all of these right at the same time. The correct ingredients

can be spoiled by:

• using too much or too little;

• sloppy preparation;

• bad cooking.

Testing and tasting

The proof of the pudding is in the eating! It is easy to measure

and weigh the right amount of a flavouring to go in a products

but the crucial factors are the final taste and smell. You will need

to use the food product evaluation techniques described in the

Evaluation Student pages to record people’s opinions on the

flavour and odour of your product. Controlled tests need to be

devised and clear, accurate records kept of the results which

later can be used to evaluate the product and to help you make

design decisions to improve it.

Here are some suggestions as to how the smell and flavour of

different food products might be enhanced:

Selecting the  Weighing and Careful Cooking

ingredients  measuring preparation

make sure the  careful weighing personal hygiene before cooking,

ingredients are marinade perhaps

appropriate

careful measuring careful handling

correct cooking

method

 get the intensity avoid

 right contamination

for the right time

Getting it right

See Flavour/Odour Additives
Chooser Chart


